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Usage: The usage is very simple, just download the jar file and unzip it. Then start the
jCFL.jar file. jCFL.jar file is not a jar file, it is a compressed folder. You don’t need to

unpacked it and decompress it, just add it to the classpath. jCFL Usage by Example: The
below is a java class file that contains a constant pool. jCFL can parse this, or any other
java class file. The static constant pool contains a constant that has been initialized to the
value jCFL. I’m trying to learn how to use jCFL to decompile classes in jars. I am able to
decompile a class like this. (I put it in a.java file) // Java class file that shows jCFL is able

to parse public class JCFLLibClassDemo { static { jCFL.decompile( new File(
"JCFLLibClassDemo.java" ) ); System.out.println("JCFLLibClassDemo::decompile()"); }
But when I try to decompile a class like this... /*java file that gives error import jCFL.*;
public class HelloWorld { public static void main(String[] args) { } } */ ...I get this error:

Error: Unable to load class com.sun.tools.javac.main.JavaCompiler. To fix this, make sure
the Javac compiler is in the classpath. See the Javac Compiler documentation for more

details. While the error is interesting, is there any solution? A: Yes you can but it requires
the source jar to be available. Your error is not directly caused by the way you are loading

the class. The problem is you are using a different compiler (javac) than the class file
(jCFL) Edit See JDK7-804325 for the answer: The problem with loading of class files is

that jCFL internally uses a static initializer to load the class files from the source jars,
while the compiler uses a static initializer to create the class files. In fact both the static

initializers are the same in JDK
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=========== This utility will tell you what macrons are in a given Java class file. Usage:
===== java -jar jCFL-v2.0.jar [-v] [-i] [-h] [-p] [-c] [-o] [-f] [-v] [-c] [-p] [-o] [-f] [-v]

[-c] [-p] [-o] [-f] Options: ======== -h,--help display usage message. -v,--verbose
increase the verbosity level. -i,--indentation show source code line numbers. -c,--compile

compile the specified source code. -f,--force if the specified file exists, replace it.
-o,--output create a formatted output file (default is the current directory). -p,--package
specify the package name to be output. -c,--compile compile the specified source code.
-v,--verbose increase the verbosity level. -i,--indentation show source code line numbers.

-p,--package specify the package name to be output. Examples: ========= Downloading
and creating the project ===================================== jCFL is a

class file library, not a decompiler. jCFL must be used in conjunction with java
decompiler tools. Download the latest version of jCFL from Download the jCFL-2.0.jar

from the specified location. Copy the jCFL-2.0.jar to your java project folder. Create the
project ================== First, create a java project. Then, create a java source
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file. This sample source code file is named SampleClass.java Compiling the source code
========================= jCFL is a Java Class File Library Free Download. You
need to compile the source code first. Invoke jCFL by specifying the input and output file

Example: jCFL -i SampleClass.java -o jCFL.jar -c The jar file is created and placed in
the current 77a5ca646e
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Java Class File Library (jCFL) is a Java component designed to give users a convenient
API to parse Java class Files, and further more, it provides swing UI controls to display the
class file. jCFL makes it very easy to get the constant pool, fields, methods, and human
readable byte code instructions. jCFL is not a java decompiler, but can be used as a code
reader when you do not have the source code. jCFL Features: 1. Parse class files for
constants, fields, methods and bytecode instructions. 2. Supports a quick way to read java
source code. 3. Support stream input. 4. Support for text file and binary file. 5. Support
for serialization (e.g. save to a stream, etc.) 6. Support for JDK 1.1 and 1.2. 7. Support for
JDK 5.0 and 5.0+ 8. Displays parse information in a tree structure 9. Displays the parse
information in various formats. 10. Can load various java class file format. 11. Can use
various encoding format. 12. Can generate or parse java source code. 13. Can generate or
parse java source code by using jCFL's java compiler. 14. Can generate java source code
from java byte code. 15. Can generate java source code from java byte code by using
jCFL's jc compiler. 16. For JDK 1.1 and 1.2, the generated java source code can be
displayed in JavaDoc format. 17. For JDK 1.1 and 1.2, can generate java source code by
using jCFL's jc compiler in javadoc format. 18. In JDK 1.1 and 1.2, the generated javadoc
can be displayed in JavaDoc format. 19. In JDK 5.0 and 5.0+ can generate java source
code by using jCFL's jc compiler. 20. In JDK 5.0 and 5.0+ can generate java source code
by using jCFL's jc compiler and disassemble java code into java source code. 21. Support
for Windows user interface. 22. Can use swing controls to get information from the class
files. 23. Can support drag and drop feature. The Jdk 1.1 and 1.2, even the

What's New In Java Class File Library?

jCFL provides a convenient way to read java class files. jCFL can be easily incorporated
into your own Java programming to read java class files and display the content for users.
jCFL can be integrated with JEditorPane or JTextArea to provide a rich UI experience for
the java class file. jCFL provides UI Controls to display the constants, fields, methods,
and other java instructions. It is very easy to use, even a beginner can figure it out. Basic
usage To start, just set the jCFL property to true in jCFL.properties, and run it. #Load
jCFL.properties java -classpath ".:lib/:/lib/slf4j-jdk14.jar:/lib/javax.tools.jar:/lib/javassist-
3.6.GA.jar:/lib/jsch-0.1.54.jar:/lib/jconsole-3.3.0.jar:/lib/jdt.jar:/lib/jline.jar:/lib/joda-tim
e-1.3.jar:/lib/joda-time-2.3.jar:/lib/log4j-1.2.15.jar:/lib/mockito-all-1.8.4.jar:/lib/mockito-
core-1.8.4.jar:/lib/netty-3.6.4.Final.jar:/lib/slf4j-api-1.7.5.jar:/lib/slf4j-log4j12-1.7.5.jar:/l
ib/slf4j-simple-1.7.5.jar:/lib/servlet-api-2.5-20081211.jar:/lib/spring-aop-3.2.5.RELEASE
.jar:/lib/spring-beans-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spring-context-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spri
ng-core-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spring-expression-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spring-jdbc-3
.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spring-messaging-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/spring-web-3.2.5.RELE
ASE.jar:/lib/spring-webmvc-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar:/lib/stax-
api-1.0.1.jar:/lib/xalan-2.7.1.jar:/lib/xml-apis-1.3.04.jar"
-Djavax.servlet.class.loader.base="/
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 64bit Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 64bit Processor:
Intel Core2 Duo 1.6GHz+ AMD Athlon X2 3.2GHz+ Intel Core2 Duo 1.6GHz+ AMD
Athlon X2 3.2GHz+ Memory: 1GB RAM 1GB RAM Graphics: 2GB (1GB dedicated to
the game) 2GB (1GB dedicated to the game) DirectX: DirectX
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